
Girls Volleyball Booster Club Minutes
5/23/23 @ Baldwinsville Public Library
Start time 7:00
Attendees: Coach Sayler, Mindy Gillespie, Shannon Phelps, Shannon Diep, Jeff Hahn, Megan
Akin, Mandi Dixon, Stephanie Robinson, Jill Offredi, Tricia Wickes, Veronica Connors

Coach Sayler started off the meeting advising that Oswego and LeMoyne had dropped out of
the camp that we are hosting for various reasons. However, the coach from MCC and Delhi
agreed to come instead. She asked about having the Seniors come back to work the camp and
we would pay them $100/day. We agreed that was a good idea. Coach Sayler will take care of
emailing the players.

● In addition as of the meeting according to Jill there are 36 High Schoolers signed up and
46 Youth signed up.

● We agreed that some sort of prize could be handed out at the camp such as small
volleyballs or a camper of the day t-shirt.

● Veronica and Tricia said that they would be available to sign people in at the check in
table for the camps as well.

● Coach Sayler will send out an email prior to camp to all registered campers on what to
expect.

Coach also mentioned that she would be sending out an email with links for team camp
registration and for the parent meetings as well. The parent meeting will be done via zoom
most likely.
❖ Also Coach Sayler will be announcing the scholarships and awards at the Athletic

Banquet.
❖ She advised that the Athletic Trainers are both leaving so she is waiting to hear about

options for the Summer.
❖ The Coaches are also working on some specialization training this year, however the

schedule and what that looks like will still have to be worked on.

Jill stated that she met with Jenn and closed out last year's books so she is all set for this
upcoming year. We had $55,091.82 in income and $48,252.71 in expenses. So there was a
Net of $6,839.11. We agreed we really like using Venmo. It does take 1.2289 of each
transaction, however it is separate and only for the Booster Club which will be so helpful.

● We also discussed the buses this year. We normally use Hale Transportation. Jill will try
and check to see if she can book the buses for the Burnt Hill Tournaments for both JV
and Varsity.

Next topic was fundraising:
● We all agreed that having the concessions during the camp and during the games was

not worth the trouble. We can always revisit that if needed.



● Ad Campaign
○ There was some discussion around the ad campaign. Some felt that it was a

waste of paper and would prefer to use QR codes and /or website promotions
instead. Others, while understanding the concern, really liked having the tangible
pamphlet and keepsake. In the end we decided that we would stay with the
pamphlet and include QR codes and information on our website as needed as
well.

○ We agreed that using Darren again would be good. Mindy will speak with him to
see what we need to do to have them ready for the first game. Basically we will
tell him the end time we need them and work backwards. However at this time
we will plan to have the girls go out on July 27th and meet in person in the village
and go in groups.

● Bottle Drive was the next idea
○ We would like to hold a bottle drive on Saturday 7/8/2023
○ Tricia will call the place near Tops to see what times would be available.
○ We need to make a flier for the Bottle Drive. It was also suggested when

collecting the bottles the players have an additional flier to handout that has all of
our other fundraisers listed on there.

○ We agreed to have it more streamlined and organized.
○ Jeff Hahn will check into seeing about maps

● Restaurant Nights
○ Veronica will look into having dates at the following places

■ Chick-Fil-A
■ Chipotle
■ Sals
■ Panera

● Carwash
○ We agreed we don’t want to do these anymore

The next meeting is scheduled for 6/20/2023 at 6:30. We will try for the library again, however
with construction it might have to be moved.

End time 8:09 pm


